REAL Telecon – Tentative Agenda
July 21, Wednesday 1pm EST

Number: 800 310 8221, passcode 816590

1. Intro and additional revisions to agenda – Sri (5mins)
2. Status of Testbed development and test set – Cornell (5-10 Mins)
3. Status of Testbed development, and test set – UCB (5-10 Mins)
4. Status of Testbed development, and test set – UMD (5-10 Mins)
5. Status of Testbed development, and test set – SRI (10 Mins)
6. Discussion on useful collaborations – ALL (10-15 mins)

DoD Applications (Per Kickoff meeting) –15 to 20 mins
Logistics – planning/adversary/partially observed (report from Todd and Carmel)
Cal (Pat)
Deichman/JFCOM (Pat/Todd)

Other issues

CREDIT: [Email URL]

[Handwritten notes and diagrams]
I. Karate formulaic → Carla & Conal

Next step: create new family.

II. Certifying QBF.

\{ SRT \} → QBF.

#

2nd STEP

Aug. 11.

Continuing plans.

Contingency planning.